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The ages for MJG-I, MJG-II and MJG-III are considerably older
than previous age estimates of Palaeolithic sites in northern China1
and indicate that humans might have reached northeast Asia earlier
than previously thought. Along with estimated ages for the sites of
Gongwangling (1.15 Myr)14 and Xihoudu (1.27 Myr)15 in the
southern Loess Plateau and for Xiaochangliang (1.36 Myr)1 and
Donggutuo (1.1 Myr)16 sites in the Nihewan basin, our new results
imply an expansion and lengthy flourishing of human groups from
northern to north-central China during the early Pleistocene.
The estimated age of 1.66 Myr for the MJG-III artefact layer predates the previous oldest age of unambiguous human presence at
408 N in East Asia by about 0.3 Myr. Our findings, particularly for
the MJG-III layer, document the oldest coexistence of stone tools
and man-made bone modifications in East Asia, indicating possible
continuity with the oldest stone tools and artificial bone modifications reported in eastern Africa17,18. Archaeological evidence at
MJG indicates the oldest known use of animal tissues, especially
marrow processing, by early humans in Asia. The earliest archaeological level in the Nihewan basin is slightly younger than the
1.75 Myr estimated age for early humans at the Dmanisi site at 408 N
latitude in western Eurasia2,3. Our estimated ages also fall within the
1.66–1.51-Myr range for the earliest known human fossils in southeast Asia19,20. The combined evidence suggests that, near the start of
the Pleistocene, early human populations spread relatively rapidly
across Asia, presumably from an African origin, and reached at least
408 N latitude. Our findings further establish that the earliest
populations to reach northeast Asia were able to survive for at
least 500 kyr before the mid-Pleistocene onset of high-amplitude
climate oscillation21–23.
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If a common ancestor of all living humans is defined as an
individual who is a genealogical ancestor of all present-day
people, the most recent common ancestor (MRCA) for a randomly mating population would have lived in the very recent
past1–3. However, the random mating model ignores essential
aspects of population substructure, such as the tendency of
individuals to choose mates from the same social group, and
the relative isolation of geographically separated groups. Here we
show that recent common ancestors also emerge from two
models incorporating substantial population substructure. One
model, designed for simplicity and theoretical insight, yields
explicit mathematical results through a probabilistic analysis. A
more elaborate second model, designed to capture historical
population dynamics in a more realistic way, is analysed computationally through Monte Carlo simulations. These analyses
suggest that the genealogies of all living humans overlap in
remarkable ways in the recent past. In particular, the MRCA of
all present-day humans lived just a few thousand years ago in
these models. Moreover, among all individuals living more than
just a few thousand years earlier than the MRCA, each presentday human has exactly the same set of genealogical ancestors.
In investigations of the common ancestors of all living humans,
much attention has focused on descent through either exclusively
maternal or exclusively paternal lines, as occurs with mitochondrial
DNA and most of the Y chromosome4,5. But according to the more
common genealogical usage of the term ‘ancestor’, ancestry encompasses all lines of descent through both males and females, so that
the ancestors of an individual include all of that person’s parents,
grandparents, and so on.
For a population of size n, assuming random mating (and so
ignoring population substructure), probabilistic analysis2 has
proved that the number of generations back to the MRCA, T n,
has a distribution that is sharply concentrated around log2n. We
express this using the notation T n , log2n, meaning that the
quotient T n/log2n converges in probability to 1 as n ! 1. In
contrast, the mean time to the MRCA along exclusively matrilineal
or patrilineal lines is approximately n generations6, and the distribution is not sharply concentrated. For example, in a panmictic
population of one million people, the genealogical MRCA
would have lived about 20 generations ago, or around the year
AD 1400, assuming a generation time of 30 years. The MRCA along
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Box 1
Graph-theoretical definitions
The length of a path in a graph, G, is the number of edges in the path.
For each pair of nodes i and j in G, the distance d(i, j) is defined to be
the length of a shortest path joining i and j. The radius of G is
R ¼ min{max dði; kÞ}
i[G

k[G

and a node i is called a centre of G if maxk[G d(i, k) ¼ R. Assume
R $ 1; the case R ¼ 0 (G has one node) was treated previously2. For
each centre node i, let S i be a set of minimal size that consists of
neighbours of node i and satisfies min {d( j, k): j [ {i} < Si } # R 2 1 for
all k [ G. H i is defined as the number of nodes in S i, H is the minimum
of H i over all centres i, and D ¼ 1 2 H1 : The diameter of G is
D ¼ maxi,k[G d(i, k).

exclusively maternal lines would have lived something like 50,000
times earlier—in the order of one million generations ago.
As genealogical ancestry is traced back beyond the MRCA, a
growing percentage of people in earlier generations are revealed to
be common ancestors of the present-day population. Tracing
further back in time, there was a threshold, let us say U n generations
ago, before which ancestry of the present-day population was an all
or nothing affair. That is, each individual living at least U n
generations ago was either a common ancestor of all of today’s
humans or an ancestor of no human alive today. Thus, among all
individuals living at least U n generations ago, each present-day
human has exactly the same set of ancestors. We refer to this point in
time as the identical ancestors (IA) point. As with the MRCA point,
the IA point is also quite recent in a randomly mating population:
U n , 1.77 log2n generations ago2.
The major problem in applying these results to human populations is that mating is not random in the real world. Mating
patterns are structured by geography, proximity, culture, language
and social class. Nevertheless, even in populations with considerable
internal structure, the time to the MRCA can be remarkably brief.
To demonstrate this in a tractable mathematical model, consider a
population of size n divided into randomly mating subpopulations
that are linked by occasional migrants. The population is represented by a graph, G, with a node for each subpopulation.
Edges indicate pairs of nodes that exchange a small number (for
example, one pair) of migrants per generation. Let R denote
the radius of G, and let D be a quantity ranging between 0 and 1
that depends on the structure of G (see Box 1). A probabilistic
analysis (see Supplementary Information) shows that as n ! 1,

T n , ðR þ DÞ log2 n: Furthermore, if we let D denote the diameter of
the graph, then the number of generations, U n, since the IA point
satisfies U n , ðD þ 1:77Þ log2 n:
Computer simulations accord with these theoretical predictions.
Tables 1 and 2 give distributions of T n and U n for small populations
of varying sizes in graphs with one node, three connected nodes, five
fully connected nodes and for a ten-node graph loosely based on
world geography as shown in Fig. 1. In these simulations, neighbouring subpopulations exchange one pair of migrants per generation. Each mean is calculated from 100 model runs. Although
guaranteed to be accurate only for sufficiently large n, the theoretical predictions describe the simulations quite well even for models
with just a few thousand individuals. Whenever n is doubled, T n is
expected to increase by R þ D, and U n is expected to increase by
D þ 1.77. These predicted increases, which are listed in the last
columns of Tables 1 and 2, agree closely with the simulation results.
To hazard a rough first guess about human recent common
ancestors, we could extrapolate the results for the graph of Fig. 1 to a
growing population with a final size of 250 million. When applying
this model to a growing population, the fixed population size that
provides the best approximation is the size at the time that the
MRCA lived. We take this effective population size to be 250 million,
which is approximately the global population in the year AD 1.
Starting from n ¼ 16,000, a population of 250 million is reached
by doubling 14 times. Approximating the increases in T n and U n
beyond the values seen in Tables 1 and 2 by their theoretical
predictions for each doubling of n, we arrive at T n < 34 þ 14 £ 3 ¼
76 generations (about 2,300 years) and U n < 74 þ 14 £ 6:77 ¼ 169
generations (about 5,000 years). These estimates would suggest,
with the exchange of just one pair of migrants per generation
between large panmictic populations of realistic size, that the
MRCA appears in about the year 300 BC , and all modern individuals
have identical ancestors by about 3,000 BC . Such estimates are
extremely tentative, and the model contains several obvious sources
of error, as it was motivated more by considerations of theoretical
insight and tractability than by realism. Its main message is that
substantial forms of population subdivision can still be compatible
with very recent common ancestors.
The dynamics of human subpopulations are much more complex
than those in the simple graph model discussed above. Although
these complexities make theoretical analysis difficult, a computer
model incorporating more complicated forms of population substructure and migration allows the demographic history of human
populations to be simulated. The Supplementary Information
contains more details on the model and computations; here we
briefly outline some of the main points.
This model is based on a simplified projection of the world’s

Table 1 Simulations of T n
Graph

n ¼ 1,000

n ¼ 2,000

n ¼ 4,000

n ¼ 8,000

n ¼ 16,000

RþD

...................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

One node
Three fully connected nodes
Five fully connected nodes
Ten-node graph shown in Fig. 1

10.8 (0.4)
14.0 (0.7)
14.0 (0.5)
21.1 (1.3)

11.8 (0.4)
15.6 (0.7)
15.8 (0.5)
24.3 (1.5)

n ¼ 1,000

n ¼ 2,000

12.8 (0.4)
17.1 (0.9)
17.8 (0.5)
27.6 (1.5)

13.9 (0.3)
18.9 (0.8)
19.6 (0.5)
30.5 (1.5)

14.8 (0.4)
20.3 (1.0)
21.5 (0.6)
33.8 (1.7)

1.00
1.50
1.75
3.00

...................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
Means (standard deviations in parentheses) of T n (the number of generations back to the MRCA) for graph-structured populations exchanging a single pair of migrants per edge per generation. The
last column shows R þ D, the expected asymptotic increase in T n per doubling of n.

Table 2 Simulations of U n
Graph

n ¼ 4,000

n ¼ 8,000

n ¼ 16,000

D þ 1.77

...................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

One node
Three fully connected nodes
Five fully connected nodes
Ten-node graph shown in Fig. 1

20.8 (1.6)
27.4 (1.5)
25.9 (1.3)
46.3 (2.7)

22.6 (1.5)
30.3 (1.4)
28.9 (1.4)
53.0 (2.7)

24.6 (1.5)
33.4 (1.5)
32.1 (1.7)
59.8 (2.7)

26.5 (1.6)
36.2 (1.7)
35.3 (1.5)
66.8 (2.9)

28.3 (1.4)
38.9 (1.5)
37.9 (1.4)
73.6 (2.7)

1.77
2.77
2.77
6.77

...................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
Means (standard deviations in parentheses) of U n (the number of generations back to the IA point) for graph-structured populations exchanging a single pair of migrants per edge per generation. The
last column shows D þ 1.77, the expected asymptotic increase in U n per doubling of n.
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Figure 1 World map viewed as a ten-node graph. This graph has radius 3 and diameter 5.

actual inhabited land masses and has three levels of substructure:
continents, ‘countries’ and ‘towns.’ Figure 2 depicts the model’s
geography and migration routes used before AD 1500, with the
countries shown as squares and the number of towns per country
differing from continent to continent. Towns and countries represent both the local geographical areas and the relevant social and
ethnic groups from which most people find mates.
The model uses a simplified migration system in which each
person has a single opportunity to migrate from his or her town of
birth. The probabilities of leaving a town or a country are set at
various levels to reflect different migration patterns. Migrants who
move between towns can travel to any other town within the
country. A migrant who leaves a country for another country within
the same continent chooses the destination with a probability that
diminishes as the inverse square of the geographical distance.
Each continent has a number of port countries from which
migrants can travel to another continent. A fixed, large percentage
(for example, 95% in some simulations) of the migrants through a

port come from the country in which the port is located, with the
remainder drawn from other countries in the continent in proportion to their inverse squared distance. The value next to a port in
Fig. 2 is its migration rate, in people per generation, and the date in
parentheses indicates when the port opens, if it is more recent than
the start of the simulation in 20,000 BC . When a port opens, there is
usually a single generation of migration at a higher rate than the
steady-state rate shown in the figure. After the year AD 1500,
additional large ports, which are not shown, begin to open to
simulate colonization of the Americas, Australia and elsewhere.
Immediately before this, the native population of the Americas is
markedly reduced to simulate the effects of European-introduced
diseases7.
Generations overlap in this model and we explicitly simulated the
lifespan and the times at which mating and reproduction events
occur for each individual8,9, as described in more detail in Supplementary Information. The birth rate of each continent or island
was individually adjusted so that the populations match historical

Figure 2 Geography and migration routes of the simulated model. Arrows denote ports
and the adjacent numbers are their steady migration rates, in individuals per generation. If

given, the date in parentheses indicates when the port opens. Upon opening, there is
usually a first-wave migration burst at a higher rate, lasting one generation.
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estimates, and growth rates were higher in under-populated areas.
Full-sized populations were used until the world population
reached 50 million in 1,000 BC . Subsequently, birth rates were
reduced to achieve a worldwide level of 55 million, carried out in
such a way that sparsely populated areas were less affected. This
limit was a computational necessity, but simulations show that
population growth has little effect, especially if it occurs after the
MRCA has died.
With 5% of individuals migrating out of their home town, 0.05%
migrating out of their home country, and 95% of port users born in
the country from which the port emanates, the simulations produce
a mean MRCA date of 1,415 BC and a mean IA date of 5,353 BC .
Interestingly, the MRCAs are nearly always found in eastern Asia.
This is due to the proximity of this region to both Eurasia and either
the remote Pacific islands or the Americas, allowing the MRCA’s
descendants to reach a few major world regions in a relatively short
time.
Arguably, this simulation is far too conservative, especially given
its prediction that, even in densely populated Eurasia, only 55.3
people will leave each country per generation in AD 1500. If the
migration rate among towns is increased to 20%, the local port users
are reduced to 80%, and the migration rates between countries and
continents are scaled up by factors of 5 and 10, respectively, the
mean MRCA date is as recent as AD 55 and the mean IA date is 2,158
BC . The predictions of the simple ten-node graph model sketched
earlier fall somewhere between these dates and those of the more
conservative computational model.
The model also can be used to calculate the percentage of ancestry
that current individuals receive from different parts of the world. In
generations sufficiently far removed from the present, some ancestors appear much more often than do others on any current
individual’s family tree, and can therefore be expected to contribute
proportionately more to his or her genetic inheritance1,10,11. For
example, a present-day Norwegian generally owes the majority of
his or her ancestry to people living in northern Europe at the IA
point, and a very small portion to people living throughout the rest
of the world. Furthermore, because DNA is inherited in relatively
large segments from ancestors, an individual will receive little or no
actual genetic inheritance from the vast majority of the ancestors
living at the IA point12.
Several factors could cause the time to the true MRCA or IA point
to depart from the predictions of our model. If a group of humans
were completely isolated, then no mixing could occur between that
group and others, and the MRCA would have to have lived before
the start of the isolation. A more recent MRCA would not arise until
the groups were once again well integrated. In the case of Tasmania,
which may have been completely isolated from mainland Australia
between the flooding of the Bass Strait, 9,000–12,000 years ago, and
the European colonization of the island, starting in 1803 (ref. 13),
the IA date for all living humans must fall before the start of
isolation. However, the MRCA date would be unaffected, because
today there are no remaining native Tasmanians without some
European or mainland Australian ancestry.
No large group is known to have maintained complete reproductive isolation for extended periods. The populations on either
side of the Bering Strait appear to have exchanged mates throughout
the period documented in the archaeological record14. Religious
isolates such as the Samaritans occasionally have absorbed migrants
from outside the group15. Even populations on isolated Pacific
islands have experienced occasional infusions of newcomers16.
Even if rates of migration between some adjoining populations
are very low, the time to the MRCA tends not to change substantially. For example, with a migration rate across the Bering Strait of
just one person in each direction every ten generations, rather than
the ten per generation in the more conservative simulation
described earlier, T n only increases from 3,415 years to 3,668 years.
Conversely, other factors could reduce the time to the MRCA
NATURE | VOL 431 | 30 SEPTEMBER 2004 | www.nature.com/nature

from that predicted by the model. Examples of such factors include
the existence of more diverse intercontinental migration routes, the
large-scale movement and mixing of populations documented in
the historical record17, marked individual differences in fertility18,
and the population increase of the past two millennia, which would
result in more migrants.
Actual migration rates among populations are very poorly known
and undoubtedly have varied considerably in different times and
places. Studies of hunter-gatherer groups and subsistence agricultural communities have found that anywhere from 1% (ref. 19) to as
much as 30% (ref. 20) of mates are from outside the group. The
tendency of most human groups to marry out with surrounding
groups, at least to a limited extent, links networks of ancestry within
specific regions (see http://www.compapp.dcu.ie/,humphrys/
FamTree/Royal/Famous.descents.html).
Given the remaining uncertainties about migration rates and
real-world mating patterns, the date of the MRCA for everyone
living today cannot be identified with great precision. Nevertheless,
our results suggest that the most recent common ancestor for the
world’s current population lived in the relatively recent past—
perhaps within the last few thousand years. And a few thousand
years before that, although we have received genetic material in
markedly different proportions from the people alive at the time,
the ancestors of everyone on the Earth today were exactly the same.
Further work is needed to determine the effect of this common
ancestry on patterns of genetic variation in structured populations21–24. But to the extent that ancestry is considered in genealogical rather than genetic terms, our findings suggest a remarkable
proposition: no matter the languages we speak or the colour of our
skin, we share ancestors who planted rice on the banks of the
Yangtze, who first domesticated horses on the steppes of the
Ukraine, who hunted giant sloths in the forests of North and
South America, and who laboured to build the Great Pyramid of
Khufu.
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Estimates of the effect of increasing atmospheric CO2 concentrations on future global plant production rely on the physiological response of individual plants or plant communities when
exposed to high CO2 (refs 1–6). Plant populations may adapt to
the changing atmosphere, however, such that the evolved plant
communities of the next century are likely to be genetically
different from contemporary communities7–12. The properties
of these future communities are unknown, introducing a bias
of unknown sign and magnitude into projections of global
carbon pool dynamics. Here we report a long-term selection
experiment to investigate the phenotypic consequences of selection for growth at elevated CO2 concentrations. After about 1,000
generations, selection lines of the unicellular green alga Chlamydomonas failed to evolve specific adaptation to a CO2 concentration of 1,050 parts per million. Some lines, however, evolved a
syndrome involving high rates of photosynthesis and respiration,
combined with higher chlorophyll content and reduced cell size.
These lines also grew poorly at ambient concentrations of CO2.
We tentatively attribute this outcome to the accumulation of
conditionally neutral mutations in genes affecting the carbon
concentration mechanism.
Plant growth depends on CO2 concentration1,2, which is expected
to rise from current levels of about 400 parts per million (p.p.m.) to
between 700 and 1,000 p.p.m. during the next century3. In response,
global plant productivity in forests4, grasslands5, agroecosystems6
and other ecosystems is expected to increase. Projections of future
net primary productivity are complicated by synchronous changes
in temperature and other factors, but most models predict increases
in the land–atmosphere and ocean–atmosphere fluxes from current
values of .22 petagrams (Pg) C per year to about 25 Pg C per
year3. This process is likely to be complicated by shifts in the species
composition of plant communities7, and more fundamentally by
evolutionary changes within plant populations. In the very long term,
this may involve the extinction of some groups and the radiation of
others8, but within a few hundred generations most plant populations may adapt to the increased supply of inorganic carbon.
Selection experiments with plants have demonstrated a variety of
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responses9–12, but have been limited to fewer than ten generations.
The long-term response to selection and the properties of populations adapted to elevated CO2 remain unknown, and constitute an
important limit on our ability to predict future plant productivity.
We used a microbial model system in which large population size
and short generation time make it possible to evaluate evolutionary
change caused by the spread of novel mutations over hundreds of
generations. Chlamydomonas reinhardtii is a unicellular green alga
that has been extensively used to study the physiology and genetics
of photosynthesis13. It possesses a carbon-concentrating mechanism
(CCM), which increases the concentration of CO2 near the active
site of ribulose 1,5-bisphosphate carboxylase–oxygenase (Rubisco),
in common with most other eukaryotic microalgae that have been
studied14. We set up ten isogenic selection lines from each of two
ancestral genotypes, half being grown at ambient CO2 (ambient
lines) and half at a concentration that increased from ambient to
1,050 p.p.m. over about 600 generations and was then maintained at
this level for a further 400 generations (high lines). At least 105 cells
per line were transferred for 125 transfers in a buffered, nutrientrich medium. The history of these lines thus emulates the conditions that photosynthetic organisms are likely to experience
during the next century or so, with respect to CO2 levels alone.
The physiological effect of elevated CO2 concentration is
expected to be an increase in photosynthesis, causing an increase
in growth. Net photosynthesis in the ambient lines increased by
about 30% when they were grown at high CO2 (Fig. 1a). The
ambient lines diverged through time so that by the end of the
experiment they varied significantly in the rate of photosynthesis
(one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA): F 9,18 ¼ 9.0, P , 0.001)
when grown at ambient CO2 concentrations. The high lines had
normal rates of photosynthesis at ambient CO2, which increased by
more than 50% as an average over all lines at high CO2. However,
this effect was very inconsistent: one group of high lines had low
rates whereas a second group had very high rates of photosynthesis
at high CO2 concentration (Fig. 1a). This distinction was not related
to the identity of the ancestor, and represented significantly more
divergence in photosynthetic rates than was seen in the ambient
lines (F 1,16 ¼ 10.5, P ¼ 0.005).
The growth rate of cultures grown at elevated CO2 was correlated
with their photosynthetic rate among the ambient lines, but not
among the high lines (Fig. 1b). The physiological effect of CO2 on
photosynthesis was reflected by growth in pure culture, where the
maximal rate of increase (Fig. 1c) and the limiting density (Fig. 1d)
of both the ambient and the high lines are enhanced substantially by
high CO2. However, there was no indication of a parallel evolutionary response: by the end of the selection experiment, the high lines
had not become specifically adapted to growth at high CO2; their
growth at high CO2 being no greater than, and perhaps even less
than, the growth of the ambient lines. There was nevertheless an
indirect response: the growth of some high lines was markedly
impaired at ambient CO2 concentrations where two of the lines
could scarcely be propagated. This result was supported by the
outcome of competition assays in which the selection lines were
mixed with standard genetically marked strains and the change in
frequency during growth in culture recorded (Table 1). The high
lines had considerably lower competitive ability at ambient CO2,
where three of them (including the two with strongly reduced growth
in pure culture) were such weak competitors that they were consistently eliminated by the tester strains within 10–15 generations. They
were, however, no more successful than the ambient lines at high
CO2. In short, 1,000 generations of selection at high CO2 concentrations had caused no increase in growth at high CO2, whereas
growth at ambient CO2 was often considerably reduced.
Photosynthesis is linearly related to respiration in the dark
among lines at ambient CO2; this relationship is the same for
ambient and high lines (Fig. 2a). It has been shown in Chlamydomonas that post-illumination rates of O2 consumption provide a
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